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French at Hove Junior School
In the global world in which we live, learning a 
foreign language is a key skill which enables 
our children to communicate in a different 
language as well as understanding 
the similarities and differences between 
languages and cultures.

Although French is our curriculum focus, we 
also celebrate the diverse languages that are 
spoken with our school through mini teaching 
sessions of these languages, International 
Days, exploring different celebrations and key 
festivals.



Our LEARNING 
CHARACTERISTICS 
support and define 
how the children 
become successful 
learners.



Curriculum Drivers:

Standards

Enquiry

Engagement

Diversity



The children at Hove Junior School are 
enthusiastic about their languages 
lessons. Their curiosity and enthusiasm 
shines through during our engaging, creative 
lessons which allow the children to become 
language detectives, using key skills to 
decode new language, ask questions and 
apply their phonological knowledge when 
reading, speaking and writing.

We use a variety of different, 
creative strategies to engage children in 
their learning: from authentic rhythms, 
stories, songs, using puppets, drama, games 
apps etc. which help to build up children's 
confidence in the four key skills.

Where possible, links are made to other 
curriculum subjects enabling French to 
become an important and integral part of 
our school day.



Curriculum
Additionally, our curriculum aims 
to inspire children’s curiosity to 
know more about French and the 
culture of francophone countries. 
We also encourage children to 
share their home languages and 
share similarities and differences 
between languages. This, we 
hope, will enhance and deepen 
children's understanding of the 
amazing and wonderful diverse 
world around them.



Curriculum Overview
Our Curriculum Maps detail all of 
the opportunities for the teaching 
and learning of French throughout 

each year.



Standards
The standard of work produced in 
French is very high at Hove Junior 
School. We celebrate the 
children’s achievements and 
successes across the four skills –
listening, reading, writing and 
speaking. We aim to lay the 
foundation on which children have 
skills and strategies to learn a 
different language and be curious 
about other cultures. A 
foundation, and hopefully 
a passion, that children will be 
able to build upon when they 
move on into secondary school.



Assessment in French

Assessment in French 
will be both teacher 
and child led allowing 
child to see their 
achievements and look 
for the next steps in 
their learning.



Standards in Year 3 Cross curricular links being 
made  with English and 

Geography.



Standards in Year 4



Standards in Year 5
Year 5 are trialling using 
their books as jotters –
making their own notes 
and recording helpful 
words and sentences in 
their own way.



Standards in Year 6

Year 6 have been focusing on 
sentence level; using bilingual 
dictionaries to support their 
writing.



The National Recovery for Languages (2019) and the Research in Primary Languages White Paper (2018) both 
promote the need for better relationships between Primary Schools and their local Secondary Schools. We 
have embraced this and are currently working with Blatchington Mill School to develop our pedagogy. 

Blatchington Mill is one of Lead Schools for the National Centre for Excellence in Language Pedagogy (NCELP). 
They drive, support, and monitor the work of a national collaborative network of MFL teachers and their 
schools to raise the standards of language teaching through the sharing of resources and good practice 

We have completed lesson studies in different year groups and have identified ways forward to ensure that 
our children are given a firm a foundation in languages and skills that they can use to learn different 
languages when they transition into KS3. 

Secondary School links


